


Believe in yourself.
Health and safety first.
Love what you do.
Integrity in all endeavors.
Mutual respect, appreciation, and gratitude.
Keen attention to detail.
Consistent action drives consistent results.Consistent action drives consistent results.
Have a good soul, sharp mind, strong body, 
an iron will, and passion like no other.
Live your dream.
Let your light shine!

Limitless Ice Skating Academy strives to make world-class instruction
affordable for skaters and families.  As an elite-level training academy,
we aim to ensure that our athletes realize their potential and achieve
their goals via mindful mental and physical development.  We provide 
group and individual on-ice training, off-ice conditioning, stretching, 
ballet, ballroom, choreography-specific dance and gymnastics classes, 
and a foundation to take skaters wherever they can dream of in the and a foundation to take skaters wherever they can dream of in the 
world of ice skating. 

Our Academy philosophy is based on the following value statements, 
which provide an educational and training foundation for our skaters:

 



Limitless Ice Skating Academy was 
incorporated in June, 2017 with the vision
of enabling skaters to reach their athletic
and artistic potential on ice, at an
affordable cost to families, while adhering
to a value system based on health,
integrity, and respect for oneself and others.  integrity, and respect for oneself and others.  

We established a supportive
training environment in Livonia,
Michigan, grew our Academy
membership, and created 

future goals and dreams.  We
are enjoying the daily process 

of learning and growing. of learning and growing. 

Our LISA skating family supports one 
another during training, competition 
events, and performances.  We work 
hard together, challenge one another,
and have fun together.  One treasured 
Academy tradition is our group hug 
prior to the start of an event.  Limitless prior to the start of an event.  Limitless 
Ice Skating Academy is turning our 
Limitless dreams into reality!  



At the beginning of the year, Limitless
Ice Skating Academy coaches and

choreographers worked with each skater
individually to create his or her own solo
program to music.  LISA skaters then
performed their programs at numerous

   

the season.  At the Series Finale event in
November, three skaters from Limitless Ice
Skating Academy were honored at a special
on-ice ceremony as 2018 Series Champions!

LISA is proud of our skaters for their
committment to their sport and art, their

exemplary sportsmanship, and their improvementexemplary sportsmanship, and their improvement
and growth as athletes, performers, teammates,
and ambassadors of figure skating.  We had a

wonderful 2018 skating season together!

   

ice arenas in Michigan, accumulating
points towards a final standing in the 
2018 Michigan Basic Skills Series.
Skaters gained invaluable experience at 
each event, both individually and as 
friends and teammates.  Before each
subsequent event, they worked to subsequent event, they worked to 
improve on their skating and
performance skills, in some cases
moving up in competitive levels within



Elisabeth Carlson, Chief Executive Officer

William Hjerpe, Chief Financial Officer

Kristine Peters, Chief Development Officer

Elisabeth Carlson

John Carlson

Isabelle Carlson



Limitless Ice Skating Academy would like to express our deepest
appreciation to our sponsors, who provide the foundational support
for our artist athletes.  





LimitlessIceSkatingAcademy.com

LimitlessIceSkatingAcademy@gmail.com

facebook.com/limitlessiceskatingacademy

instagram.com/limitlessiceskatingacademy

twitter.com/LISAInc501c3
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